Modernisms in Transit
“Dialogues and Crossings”
7 - 11 June 2021

Apply by 15 Jan 2021
Content of the course

This **intensive 5-day course** will explore modernist trajectories across Europe and the Mediterranean focusing on transnational connections and dialogues. The programme will be delivered by specialists working in the fields of history, literature, the visual arts, geography, and philosophy.

Programme:

- **Keynote addresses** on exile and migration, and on transmodernity, spatiality and borders
- **Lectures and seminars** on Mediterranean transmodernities
- **Roundtables** on European imperialism and race, Mediterranean modernities, spatiality and borders, de/monumentalisation in Europe
- **Lectures, seminars, and workshops** on multiple modernities, European avant-gardes, and peripheral cultural communities
- **Lectures, seminars and workshops** on transnational modernism and methodological nationalisms, public spaces and monuments, spatiality and borders.

Conditions of application

The course is opened to **MA and PhD students** working in various fields across the **humanities**, including **Art History** and **Theory, Literary Studies, Philosophy, Cultural Theory, Geography**, and **Linguistics**.

Details about the application process and enrolment will be posted at [http://transitmod.hypotheses.org](http://transitmod.hypotheses.org)

Applicants are invited to submit their applications to [transitivemodernities@gmail.com](mailto:transitivemodernities@gmail.com)

**Interested in our short-term mobility courses?**
**Learn more at civis.eu/en**